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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We are going to work with the vibration of Love and we are going to work with it in a little
bit of a different way. You can access various degrees of Love in certainly the personality level,
from within the emotional body, the mental body, the spiritual body. You can go to Celestial Love.
You can go to Monadic Love, Universal Love, etc.
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We are going to work with something that I would say sort of looks like a pink cotton ball, a little
piece of pink cotton candy, and that particular weave of Love is nurturing. It is void of any kind of
hooks of energy that sometimes can trigger the subconscious negative memory of love or
something.
So we are going to literally see pink candy or pink cotton balls and maybe just imagine that you
are just sticking them kind of randomly all over the body, and as you begin to do this, you know,
just pat them in different places, as you begin to do this, start to feel the energy changing,
because it will change the nature of the auric field quite a bit. Think about the way cotton balls, or
cotton candy might be an easier image for some of you, the way that the pattern is inside, sort of
strings and fibers, however you imagine that looking. We literally want to see that pink fiber
energy worn all around the outer edge of the auric field.
Now, if you really want to have fun, some of you like to do some creative projects, or sit down with
the children at the table and have them make something. You can work with pink cotton balls if
you can find them or you can perhaps get a little bit of die, soak them in the water, dry them out
or a little bit of pink glitter is fine too.
I would suggest taking a picture of yourself or a drawing, something that represents you, and put
the pink cotton ball all around on the outer edge of the image. You could fill it in and maybe just
leave your face shining outward or something with maybe a little pink glitter somewhere on the
cheeks.
Now I know men probably aren’t relating to this too much but the vibration will have a positive
effect. I do not suggest that men use the blue color. We are working with a specific type of Love
that really strengthens the energy field tremendously.
Now you can work with other images. For example, holidays are approaching, sometimes children
take cotton balls and make a Santa Claus with a white beard, go ahead and try the pink beard, or
again that pink shimmer, pink glitter on things. You’ll find that it works very well for you.
It can translate into other things like clothing, maybe a kind of soft pink tie or satin pink blouse.
Something in that nature. So work with the vibration and it’s going to essentially re-train the
cellular consciousness on how Love is received. It teaches the cells to take Love out of anything, in
terms of a receptor, “I am receiving love.”
Even if someone is agitated and they are complaining about something that has just happened to
them or whatever, your body will be absorbing Love aspect only. So it is a very good tool to use.
Alright. As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
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NEW custom designed long distance ethers broadcast for anyone seeking Spiritual Enlightenment.
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About Reverend Terri:
Terri Newlon is a world renowned spiritual teacher and conscious voice channel for Ascended
Master Djwhal Khul. Djwhal Khul has worked through numerous channels, including Madam H.P.
Blavatsky and Alice A. Bailey, and is well known to spiritual students. His work through Terri began
in 1980 when she studied under Janet McClure and The Tibetan Foundation, Inc., and has resulted
in an extensive online global support system of practical spiritual teachings.
She is also a gifted Health Empath and has trained thousands of mediums and psychics. One of her
specialties is instructing other natural sensitives how to turn on and off their abilities so they can
live well-balanced lives, without neglecting their own physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
requirements.
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